Abstract:

In 1915, stalagmites in a cave in Hubei, China, were mistaken for dinosaur and dragon fossils. Soon, news spread throughout the Western world, attracting attention from Western scientists. As the Chinese warlord Yuan Shikai learned of the incident through translations and photographs in journal articles, he saw the timely appearance of the “relics” as an auspicious sign for him to step up as an emperor. Involved in this incident as geological investigator, Zhang Hongzhao was inspired to write the book *The Interpretation of Three Spirits* (三靈解) (1919), in which he reconstructed the zoological characteristics of the mythological dragon, phoenix, and Qilin through their etymologies and references in Chinese classics. This presentation shows how Zhang appropriates dragon etymologies to affirm Sino-Babylonian theories of Chinese origins. Rather than a myth or a political symbol, Zhang’s dragon is an etymological fossil open to imaginative exploitation and exegesis.
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